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Abstract: With the flourishing development of the hotel industry, the study of customer satisfaction based on online reviews and data has become a new model. In this paper, customer reviews and ratings on Ctrip.com are used, and TF-IDF and K-means algorithms are used to extract and cluster the keywords of reviews texts. Finally, 10 first-level influencing factors of hotel customer satisfaction are determined: epidemic prevention, consumption emotion, convenience, environment, facilities, catering, target group, perceived value, price, and service. Based on backpropagation neural network and weight matrix operation, an influencing factor analysis model of hotel customer satisfaction is constructed to explore the role of these factors. The results show that consumption emotion, perceived value, epidemic prevention, target group, and convenience would significantly affect customer satisfaction, among which epidemic prevention becomes a new factor affecting customer satisfaction. Environment, facilities, catering, and service have relatively little effect on customer satisfaction, while price has the least effect. This study provides a path and method for online reviews of hotel management to improve customer satisfaction and provides a theoretical basis for the study of online reviews of hotels.
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1. Introduction

At present, the hotel industry is very competitive, and if we want to stand out among them, customer satisfaction needs to be valued. Customer satisfaction is an important barometer for assessing hotel performance, so a deep understanding of the factors of customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction is essential for hotel management [1]. According to the service profit chain theory, customer consumption experience with a product directly determines customer satisfaction [2], which also affects the final value that customers bring to hotels. Hotel customer satisfaction refers to the contrasting results of the quality of products or services provided by hotels and customer benefit needs and has a huge impact on the image promotion of hotel brands as well as the sustainable development of competitiveness [3].

There are many studies on the customer satisfaction characteristics of hotels, and many scholars have conducted studies on hotel customer satisfaction. For example, Duan et al. studied the impact of dimensions such as service, catering, facilities, hygiene, location, and price of hotels on customer satisfaction [4]. Xiong and Xu found the influence of some factors, such as the room, network, catering, and site selection of hotels, on the comprehensive satisfaction of hotels [5]. Tsaur and Lin indicated that value, room, and service are the most concerned factors for hotels by customers [6], while Pine and Phillips pointed out that consumers have different preferences for hotels of different grades: consumers of luxury hotels have strict web requirements, while guests of economy hotels have relatively
high requirements for basic cleaning services such as toothpaste and toothbrush [7]. The above studies adopted the questionnaire method with more questions and options, which required a high theoretical basis for researchers. With the rise of review sites and travel sites, customer’s decision to choose hotels is increasingly influenced by online reviews [8]. Online review text information provides many real and effective data for the study of customer satisfaction, and traditional questionnaires are no longer an obligatory way to obtain data. Scholars excavate factors affecting customer satisfaction from online review texts to find customers’ real concerns [9]. Based on the online review texts to study the degree of influence of hotel characteristics on consumer satisfaction, existing studies mainly use the following methods: domain expert opinion, grammar research method, and model analysis method. The most intuitive method is to identify and evaluate the hotel characteristics based on the cognitive opinions of experts in related fields, but the expert opinions cannot represent the real experience of a large number of customers. In addition, expert opinions with strong subjectivity can suffer from many biases [10]. Grammar research methods refer to characterized words that are modified by an increasing number of adjectives, which can be speculated to be more important. With syntactic dependencies, the number of adjectives that modify the feature word is determined, and then the importance of the features is clustered for adjective recognition [11,12]. Using multivariate regression, Ganu et al. calculated the significance of each feature with feature–perspective pairs as independent variables and review ratings as dependent variables [13]. Archak et al. employed an econometric model to study the effects of characteristics’ emotions on consumer willingness [14].

Some scholars have conducted research on customer satisfaction of hotels [15]; however, there are certain limitations to the existing research. First, it is not possible to determine the effect size of the influencing factors or whether the influence of the factors on customers is positive or negative. Second, most existing studies are based on text reviews and ignore customers’ review ratings. Online reviews of hotels published by customers include textual reviews and review ratings, which are customer ratings of satisfaction with hotels. Geetha et al. indicated that textual reviews and review ratings are emotionally congruent [16]. Ban et al. conducted the distribution of hotel experience evaluation based on the review rating, identified the overall satisfaction level of hotel experience, and defined the review rating as hotel customer satisfaction [17]. Therefore, this paper uses review rating to represent hotel customer satisfaction.

It is very important to find out the influencing factors of hotel customer satisfaction through the text data of hotel online reviews. To analyze the impact of these factors on customer satisfaction, a rigorous machine-learning method is necessary. Artificial neural networks are represented as interconnected systems of neurons that can compute various values from the input information and can learn the intrinsic nature of patterns or processes from a dataset [18]. Recent studies have shown that neural networks are an effective alternative to traditional statistical techniques [19,20]. In particular, neural networks can provide better predictions than traditional regression methods and can be appropriately used to test large-scale data with a relatively large number of input variables [21]. This paper employs a backpropagation (BP) neural network, which is a multi-layer feed-forward neural network trained following an error backpropagation algorithm.

Therefore, starting from the online review data and review ratings of hotels, this paper uses the word separation and clustering techniques of text mining to process the hotel review text information and obtains the secondary influencing factors that affect the customer satisfaction of hotels, which contains new affecting factors. Then, according to the K-means clustering results and the Chinese customer satisfaction index (CCSI), we obtain the first-order influencing factors on hotel customer satisfaction. BP neural network and right matrix are used to construct a model of customer satisfaction influencing factors in hotels, and the effect size and influencing polarity of first-order influencing factors on customer satisfaction are analyzed. Finally, based on the research conclusions, we make targeted management recommendations for improving customer satisfaction of hotels, optimizing the service level, and enhancing the market competitiveness of hotels.
The remainder of the paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 reviews the relevant literature. Section 3 constructs an analysis model of customer satisfaction factors of hotels based on the calculation of natural language processing, BP neural network, and weight matrix and experimental analysis is conducted. Section 4 provides conclusions and theoretical and managerial implications. Finally, limitations and future research directions are given in Section 5.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Customer Satisfaction

Expectation theory states that customer satisfaction is a type of feelings that customers have after their products exceed their inner expectations, and they are disappointed and dissatisfied if evaluations of a product do not exceed their original psychological expectations [22]. Many scholars have conducted research on customer satisfaction evaluation. Among the customer satisfaction evaluation models, the most classic are the American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI) and the European Customer Satisfaction Index (ECSI), and most of the various satisfaction evaluation models proposed by scholars after are based on these two models for improvement and development. Tontini added an adjustment factor to the coefficient of customer satisfaction in the model, assigned greater weight to the factors that affect customer satisfaction, and realized the evaluation of customer satisfaction based on the weight of the influencing factors [23]. Shi refined the evaluation indexes in the model and reconstituted the satisfaction evaluation model system from different aspects [24]. Li and Wei proposed information satisfaction and information system satisfaction as two key factors in customer satisfaction evaluation models based on e-commerce characteristics [25]. Liu designed a customer satisfaction evaluation model of logistics enterprises using fuzzy algorithm [26]. China has also accumulated some experience with satisfaction evaluation research, with the formal implementation of CCSI in 2015. Yang and Wang improved the existing theoretical models of customer satisfaction evaluation, constructed a system of customer satisfaction evaluation using structural equations, and finally validated the model using fuzzy hierarchical analysis [27]. On the customer satisfaction evaluation method, Schneider et al. summarized the satisfaction level of customers based on a customer satisfaction index model to evaluate the customer satisfaction from a qualitative point of view [28], but their research lacks the basis of quantitative analysis. To break through the limitations of the original model and realize the quantitative research of customer satisfaction, Chen et al. used fuzzy hierarchical analysis to evaluate the customer satisfaction, determined the weight of indicators by establishing a comparison matrix, and calculated the customer satisfaction by affiliation [29]. Sun et al. proposed using the Kano model to evaluate customer satisfaction, statistically analyze the relationship between demand and customer satisfaction using survey, and establish a mathematical model between demand and satisfaction [30].

2.2. Online Reviews and Hotel Customer Satisfaction

Identifying the causes of customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction has been an important area of research for researchers from multiple disciplines, including marketing and the hotel industry [31]. In the hotel environment, hotel customers usually assess satisfaction based on their characteristics and services of the hotel. In other words, these characteristics of hotels can not only reveal customers’ preferences about hotel characteristics but also characterize their satisfaction. Online reviews and customer ratings of hotels appear to be an excellent tool, as they provide a new avenue to investigate customer satisfaction. Online reviews and review ratings provide an opportunity to observe the causes of customer satisfaction [32–34]. Positive reviews indicate customer satisfaction, while negative reviews indicate customer dissatisfaction [35,36]. Customer satisfaction arises from the comparison between the a priori expectation and the a posteriori perceived performance of a product or service [37]. If consumers perceive higher than expected performance, satisfaction is revealed. In contrast, lower than expected product or service performance can lead to
negative dissatisfaction and dissatisfaction. Hotels are typical service enterprises. Thus, satisfaction is not only the intuitive satisfaction of consumers with regard to product quality, price, service, etc., and a deeper level should be the degree of service provided by hotels or the fit of the products with consumer expectations. Therefore, we consider customer satisfaction as an overall emotional reaction of consumers to the entire set of tangible facilities and intangible services.

Online reviews published by customers best reflect such emotional reactions and are the most direct expression of whether or not the customer is satisfied. One study showed that 73% of respondents preferred to read online consumer reviews about hotels rather than relying on hotels’ descriptions of themselves [38]. Hundreds of millions of potential hotel customers visit such online reviews each year [39]. Existing evidence suggests that online users are affected by online reviews in their purchase decisions [40]. Therefore, online reviews have become a relevant source of information for understanding hotel customers. Customers consider online reviews as a reliable source of information when selecting hotels [41,42]. Interestingly, research on online reviews in Tripadvisor showed that online reviews are more important than traditional ways in explaining hotel customer satisfaction. Ye et al. conducted an empirical study using data from a large online travel service in China to determine the impact of online user generated reviews on room sales and business performance in hotels [43]. Vermeulen and Seegers applied the consideration set theory to simulate the impact of online hotel reviews on consumer choice and found that review price, hotel familiarity, and reviewer expertise affect consumer perceptions of hotels [44].

Online reviews have proven to be a rich source of information for analyzing customers’ opinions, practices, and behaviors [45,46]. In the hotel industry, the promotion of online reviews has been found to increase customer awareness and scrutiny of the hotel [44,47,48]. Online travel reviews are becoming an influential source of information that affects customers’ pre-purchase evaluation of hotels. The core parts of online reviews are digital ratings and text reviews [49]. Another study emphasizes that the usefulness of reviews and recommendation centered prices are important factors affecting consumer behavior and purchase decisions [50]. The importance of online review has been widely recognized in the existing literature [51,52]. The existing research to a large extent solved the impact of various rating values on consumer preferences and behavior [53,54]. In addition, the decision-making process of customers is strongly influenced by online reviews [55]. Therefore, it is very important to study the reviews of online hotel recommendation websites to determine customers’ behaviors and preferences, because it is an excellent tool to understand customer satisfaction [46,56]. In addition, one of the main advantages of studying customer reviews and ratings is that it can directly show customer satisfaction [32].

2.3. Text Analysis of Online Reviews

Compared with questionnaires, online text reviews are unstructured user generated content [57] that can reflect customer consumption experiences and perceptions in greater detail [35]. Previous studies of online reviews of hotels can be divided into two types.

1) Some focus on the content of text reviews to find the attributes mentioned by hotel customers and their perceptions of the hotel accommodation experience. These attributes include room quality, staff attitudes and behaviors, location, access, values, food, etc. [35]. Experiences include customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction [33], with positive evaluations indicating customer satisfaction and negative evaluations indicating customer dissatisfaction. Many studies use text mining techniques, including content analysis [58], frequency analysis [59], text linkage analysis [33], and latent semantic analysis [35], which are used to identify attributes of hotel facilities and services that are of customer concern.

2) The technical aspects of processing online text reviews about hotels have attracted more attention in the research field of online reviews. The big data era has accelerated the use of text mining techniques, which include statistical and machine learning approaches to inform decisions [60]. Text mining is the process of extracting and analyzing large amounts of data from different rules and scenarios to discover hidden patterns in a given
dataset [61], which helps reveal hidden trends regarding products, customers, market trends, and other key factors for the success of the company [62]. Text mining analysis of online reviews can help hotels make predictions, such as review usefulness [63], customer satisfaction [64], and hotel performance [65]. Regarding the relationship between hotel text reviews and customer satisfaction, Geetha et al. focused on the emotional polarity of online customer reviews and find that it affects customer satisfaction [16]. He et al. used natural language pre-processing, text mining, and sentiment analysis techniques to analyze online hotel text reviews, and they found that the affective scores of the titles and contents of online customer reviews are highly correlated with the overall customer ratings of hotels [66]. Qu et al. also found that most attribute emotions derived from text reviews were significantly related to customers’ overall ratings [67]. This also supports the findings of Kim et al., who showed that overall rating is the key predictor of hotel performance [68].

Since Chinese consumers are considered typical collectivists and their behaviors are different from those in western countries, what is the impact of online textual reviews of hotels on their satisfaction? Our study helps to address this question. We study the technical aspects of hotel text reviews. First, through text mining of online reviews, we classify and cluster the reviews to obtain the first-level influencing factors on customer satisfaction and conclude the second-level influencing factors on customer satisfaction by referring to the CCSI. Second, we construct the BP neural network and the weight matrix of the hotel customer satisfaction influencing factors model. Here, we take the second-level influencing factors as variables and utilize backpropagation (BP) neural network to do regression analysis on the overall customer satisfaction and calculate the effect size of the first-level influencing factors through the weight matrix of BP neural network.

Finally, according to the intensity of the role of first-level influencing factors, the facilities and services of hotels are adjusted to meet the needs of customers and improve the competitiveness of hotels.

3. Model and Experimental Analysis

This study includes the acquisition and pre-processing of text data, TF-IDF, word2vec, and K-means, and a BP neural network-based regression model of hotel customer satisfaction is constructed by combining CCSI to obtain the effect size difference of each influencing factor on hotel customer satisfaction. The online review text data of hotels were pre-processed, and the TF-IDF value of each word was calculated. This paper defines the 60 top ranked terms of TF-IDF values as the second-level influencing factors on customer satisfaction in hotels. K-means clustering was performed on the second-level influencing factors, clusters of points near the same centroid obtained from clustering were assigned to the same class, and factors in the same class were named first-level influencing factors in combination with CCSI. Through the weight matrix calculation of the BP neural network is able to clearly analyze the customer’s characteristic attention preferences to hotels and their characteristic emotions on the satisfaction of hotels, thus helping hotel operators adjust their operation model of hotels to provide better services to customers. The research framework of this paper is shown in Figure 1.

3.1. Data Sources and Pre-Processing

3.1.1. Data Sources

This paper refers to the 2019–2020 China Travel Word of Mouth List released by Ctrip.com, which is inductive based on data such as destination customer voting, searching, and browsing destination content products to select six target cities. Hotel choice is based on: (1) the criteria for selecting star hotels in the studies by Xiang et al. [69] and Geetha et al. [16]; (2) the global hotel leader in 2019 issued by authoritative media “Hotels” in the global hotel industry; and (3) the audience of hotel brands in China. Ten hotel brands (covering 38 sub brands) were selected. Meanwhile, the time frame was limited to one year considering the review timeliness. We obtained 37,146 reviews of the Ctrip.com,
which spans from November 2019 to November 2020 and involves six cities and 122 hotels. Specific information fields for reviews and ratings are shown in Figure 2.

In addition, three-star hotels and above were selected as the research object. From the perspective of hotels, the more comprehensive the star service is, the more emphasis is placed on enhancing the customer experience, thus the review content is very important for hotels to improve the service quality. From the customer perspective, star rated hotels are selected to pursue better services and experiences, and reviews are the best way for them to obtain information and give feedback.

![Research framework](image-url)

**Figure 1.** Research framework.
3.1.2. Data Cleaning

First, we excluded the invalid reviews. The principles are as follows: reviews that are too short or have a few words, reviews with garbled code, and reviews with no analytical significance, which means that there are only symbols or expressions but no words, were removed. Then, we added the word segmentation and stop word library to segment and delete the stop words. Finally, 36,936 valid reviews were obtained after filtering the noise word. The city distribution of the reviews is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. City Distribution of reviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cities</th>
<th>Reviews</th>
<th>Cities</th>
<th>Reviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sanya</td>
<td>5952</td>
<td>Xiamen</td>
<td>6049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td>6566</td>
<td>Canton</td>
<td>6054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>6341</td>
<td>Hangzhou</td>
<td>5974</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step 1: Jieba word segmentation

Jieba word segmentation has a good segmentation effect for data in the hotel field, and the module design of Jieba segmentation is easy to use and integrate in a system, which can save unnecessary time without affecting the accuracy of segmentation [70]. Therefore, this paper selects Jieba word segmentation tool to process the cleaned data and uses Python Jieba word segmentation interface to segment the text data.

Step 2: Stop word processing

In this paper, we choose the stop list of Harbin Institute of Technology and remove the modal particles in the text, as well as conjunctions such as “and” and “but” in sentences. Combined with the research data of this paper, the words of place names are added to the stop list to filter out the stop words, such as “Hotel”, “Sanya”, “Shanghai”, “Beijing”, “Xiamen”, “Guangzhou”, “Hangzhou”, etc. and further remove irrelevant words in the text.

Step 3: Filter the noise words

After the word segmentation results are processed with stop words, the Sklearn filter function is loaded to process the noise data irrelevant to the topic in the text, and the date, non-Chinese words, and numbers in the comments are filtered to obtain the preliminary data processing results.

3.2. Determine the Influencing Factors of Hotel Customer Satisfaction

(1) The TF-IDF algorithm combined with the related theory to hotel customer satisfaction is used to obtain the second-level influencing factors of hotel customer satisfaction. The TF-IDF algorithm meets the need of keyword extraction, and the more important a
word is to the text, the more likely it is to be the keyword of the text \[71,72\]. The TF-IDF algorithm is calculated according to Equation (1):

\[
tf(i, j) = \frac{n_{ij}}{\sum_{k} n_{kj}} \times \log \left( \frac{|D|}{1 + |D_i|} \right)
\]

where \( n_{ij} \) means how often word \( i \) appears in text \( j \); \(|D|\) is the total number of texts in the text set; \(|D_i|\) is the number of documents in which word \( i \) appears in the text set; and the denominator plus 1 is conducted by adopting the Laplacian smoothing, which avoids the occurrence of parts of new words that did not appear in the corpus resulting in a denominator of zero, enhancing the robustness of the algorithm.

After text pre-processing, TF-IDF values for each word are taken in the next step. The pre-existing corpus data are first trained and then loaded with TF-IDF algorithm to train on corpus data \[73\]. In the process of training, the method of word filtering retains only noun as the key word, combined with hotel customer satisfaction related theory and research, to obtain 60 secondary influencing factors of hotel customer satisfaction, and the experimental results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. TF-IDF values of second-level influencing factors on hotel customer satisfaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vocabulary</th>
<th>TF-IDF</th>
<th>Vocabulary</th>
<th>TF-IDF</th>
<th>Vocabulary</th>
<th>TF-IDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Front desk</td>
<td>0.2447</td>
<td>Masks</td>
<td>0.0363</td>
<td>Guest rooms</td>
<td>0.0187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility</td>
<td>0.1193</td>
<td>Price</td>
<td>0.0349</td>
<td>Hotel facility</td>
<td>0.0177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>0.0961</td>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>0.0305</td>
<td>Subway entrance</td>
<td>0.0172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>price ratio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>0.0939</td>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>0.0291</td>
<td>Scenic spot</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enthusiasm</td>
<td>0.0913</td>
<td>Shopping</td>
<td>0.0265</td>
<td>Courtesy</td>
<td>0.0168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakfast</td>
<td>0.0843</td>
<td>Big bed</td>
<td>0.0262</td>
<td>Style</td>
<td>0.0163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epidemic situation</td>
<td>0.0685</td>
<td>Dining room</td>
<td>0.0256</td>
<td>Variety</td>
<td>0.0159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical location</td>
<td>0.0642</td>
<td>Warm</td>
<td>0.0255</td>
<td>Toilet</td>
<td>0.0157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>0.0622</td>
<td>Expectation</td>
<td>0.0253</td>
<td>Slipper</td>
<td>0.0157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling</td>
<td>0.0622</td>
<td>Air conditioning</td>
<td>0.0237</td>
<td>Old</td>
<td>0.0154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>0.0612</td>
<td>Parent-child</td>
<td>0.0225</td>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>0.0153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airport</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>Fruit</td>
<td>0.0216</td>
<td>Children</td>
<td>0.0152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subway station</td>
<td>0.0478</td>
<td>Cleaners</td>
<td>0.0212</td>
<td>Road</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>0.0449</td>
<td>Family</td>
<td>0.0211</td>
<td>House price</td>
<td>0.0146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiters</td>
<td>0.0443</td>
<td>Pedestrian street</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>Refrigerator</td>
<td>0.0139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound insulation</td>
<td>0.0429</td>
<td>Shopping mall</td>
<td>0.0209</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>0.0138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>0.0423</td>
<td>Balcony</td>
<td>0.0209</td>
<td>Play</td>
<td>0.0135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiet</td>
<td>0.0417</td>
<td>Bathtub</td>
<td>0.0197</td>
<td>Details</td>
<td>0.0133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) The Word2Vec tool was used to vectorize the words of the second-level influencing factors. The Word2Vec model can well utilize the word context information and the internal structure information of sentences, based on the neural network model to map words into a low-dimensional, dense real number vector. To get the word vector of a certain word in a field, we first pre-processed the corpus of the field; then used the API interface of Gensim module to load Word2Vec to train the word vector model, resulting in the word vector of each word; and finally extracted the quantitative representation of 60 characteristic words obtained from the previous step.

(3) Euclidean distances between the word vectors were calculated, K-means clustering algorithm was used to obtain the clustering results of the word vectors, and silhouette coefficient was used to examine the separation of the clusters and the compactness of the
clusters to evaluate the clustering quality. The K value was constantly adjusted for repeated experiments, and it was found that at k = 10, its contour coefficient reached a maximum value of 0.741, indicating that the K value was optimal at this time. The clustering results are plotted in Figure 3, where the centroids are identified in ordinal sequence, the clusters of points assigned near the same centroid are the same class as the first-level influence factors, and the value of the abscissa represents the boundary range determined by the value of the second-level influence factor word vector and is dimensionless. Through the results of text cluster analysis, combined with customer satisfaction related theory and research, the influencing factors of customer satisfaction in hotels are classified into 10 categories: epidemic prevention, consumption emotion, convenience, environment, facility, catering, target group, perceived value, price, and service. Then, another 60 second-level influencing factors are classified under the first-level influencing factors, and the specific results are shown in Table 3.

![Figure 3. K-means clustering results.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First-Level Influencing Factors</th>
<th>Second-Level Influencing Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epidemic prevention</td>
<td>Epidemic situation, Masks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption emotion</td>
<td>Overall, Warm, Attitude, Enthusiasm, Experience, Courtesy, Details, Front desk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience</td>
<td>Airport, Subway entrance, Traffic, Road, Parking lot, Subway station, Geographical location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Environment, Shopping, Shopping mall, Scenic spot, Play, Pedestrian street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility</td>
<td>Air conditioning, Windows, Old, Hotel facility, Facility, Refrigerator, Hardware, Elevator, Sound insulation, Balcony, Bathtub, Toilet, Big bed, Swimming Pool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catering</td>
<td>Breakfast, Dining room, Fruit, Variety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target group</td>
<td>Family, Parent-child, Children, Kids, Friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived value</td>
<td>Performance price ratio, Complete, Quiet, Feeling, Style, Expectation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>House price, Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Waiters, Lobby, Cleaners, Guest rooms, Slipper, Laundry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(4) We determine the value of first-level and second-level influencing factors in each review. First, the value of second-level influencing factors of online reviews of hotels is calculated. The online reviews of hotels are data cleaned, and then each review after cleaning is contrasted with the word of the second-level influencing factors; if one second-level influencing factor is included in the review, the corresponding second-level influencing factors of this review takes the value of 1, and so on, sequentially, adding up the values of all the second-level influencing factors included in the review. Finally, the value of the first-level influencing factor of the hotel’s online review takes the value of the corresponding second-level influencing factor additively.

(5) Customer satisfaction rating: On Ctrip.com, the review rating is the customer satisfaction rating of the hotel. Each customer evaluates the hotel as a rating of their satisfaction of the hotel, and the review rating has a value range of 1–5 points, where 5 represents the highest satisfaction. The review rating is directly crawled from the hotel’s webpage, and the customer review rating is shown in Figure 2. Customer rating reflects the overall satisfaction during the hotel consumption experience, corresponding to the comments made to the hotels, and, therefore, the rating can well reflect customer satisfaction with the hotels [74].

3.3. Regression Model and Experiment Based on BP Neural Network

The first-level influencing factors of customers’ online reviews are taken as independent variables (input) and customer satisfaction scores as dependent variables (output), which are divided into two parts: training set and test set. According to the training set, the customer satisfaction regression model based on BP neural network is constructed by setting and adjusting the corresponding parameters combined with empirical formula. The test set is used to calculate the regression analysis results of the model and verify the trained BP regression model.

3.3.1. Training Set and Test Set

K-fold cross validation method is used to determine the training set and test set, which effectively avoids over learning and under learning [75]. In this paper, K = 10, i.e., 36,936 hotel online reviews are randomly divided into 10 parts based on the satisfaction level, each part is a subset, and 10 different sets of training set and test set are obtained.

3.3.2. BP Network Structure and Experiments

The parameters including the number of nodes in the input layer, the number of hidden layers, the number of nodes in the hidden layer, and the number of nodes in the output layer were determined to set the BP network structure. BP neural network models can contain multiple hidden layers when constructing data relationships, but this does not mean that more hidden layers is always better. Moreover, the junction of the hidden layer in the model is actually the knowledge that the BP model learns through the dataset, and it is able to exhibit complex nonlinear relationships in the data. If the number of hidden layer nodes is too small, the model construction will fail. On the contrary, if the number of hidden layer nodes is too large, it will produce the defect of overfitting, which will make the prediction results have too large error. Therefore, to avoid overfitting in training as much as possible, sufficiently high network performance and generalization ability are guaranteed. The most basic principle for determining the number of hidden layer nodes is to take the most compact structure possible, i.e., to take the smallest possible number of hidden layer nodes, while meeting the accuracy requirements. The appropriate number of nodes was chosen to maximize the performance of the BP neural network. The empirical formula is adopted to select the number of implicit layers and nodes to determine their approximate range, which avoids blinding and improves the effectiveness of the selection [76]. In this paper, the number of hidden layer nodes is determined with reference to empirical Equation (2).

\[ S = \sqrt{mn} + a \]  

(2)
where $S$ is the number of nodes of the hidden layer, $m$ is the number of nodes of the input layer, and $n$ is the number of nodes of the output layer. $a$ is a constant belonging to 1–10.

According to the data features of this paper, the input layer corresponds to the first-level influencing factors, which are epidemiological prevention, consumption emotion, prevention, environment, facility, catalog, target group, administered value, price, and service. Thus, the number of input layer nodes: $M = 10$. The output layer corresponds to the review rating with the number of nodes in the output layer: $n = 1$. Drawing from empirical Equation (3) and after several trials in this study, we found that, when the number of hidden layers is 1 and the number of nodes of the implicit layer is 9, the BP neural network has the smallest mean square error (MSE) and the fitting coefficient $R$ is closest to 1. Therefore, we set the number of layers of the implicit layer to 1 and the number of nodes of the implicit layer to 9. The model of the BP neural network is shown in Figure 4.

![The structure of BP artificial neural network.](figure)

In this study, the experimental environment selected MATLAB r2016b neural network toolbox, with the hidden layer node activation function as sigmoid, the output layer neuron activation function as purelin, and the training function as trainlm. Let $K = 10$, normalize the 36,936 online review data to randomly split into 10 parts, resulting in 10 different sets of training and test sets. The maximum number of training is 10,000 times. The initial value of momentum factor is 0.95, and the initial right value is 0.3.

The basic idea of the BP neural network algorithm is the gradient descent method, which uses the gradient search technique so that the error of the actual output value and the expected output value of the network are the smallest and the best values of input weights and output weights are obtained. After training the neural network, the ideal model is obtained. MSE in the training process is 0.00466, and the network error meets the requirements. The fitting coefficient $R = 0.9279$, the predicted value is very close to the actual value, and the fitting effect is ideal. To investigate the overall regression prediction ability of BP neural network on customer satisfaction, we calculated the goodness of fit and MSE of the model and compared it with deep belief networks (DBN), support vector machine (SVM), and random forest (RF), as shown in Table 4. The experimental results show that the MSE of BP neural network model is smaller than the other three methods, and the fitting coefficient is the largest. Therefore, BP neural network model is better than DBN, SVM, and RF in the analysis of influencing factors of customer satisfaction.
Table 4. Comparison with other methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Type</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>MSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.00466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBN</td>
<td>0.855</td>
<td>0.00502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.702</td>
<td>0.00621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>0.00602</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.3. The Effect of First-Level Factors

We adopt Equation (3) to calculate the relative strength of the first-level influencing factors, i.e., the effect size of the input variables (first-level influencing factors) on the output variable (customer satisfaction) [19,77,78].

$$R_{ji} = \frac{\sum_{k=0}^{n} (W_{ki} \times W_{kj})}{\sum_{i=0}^{m} \left| \sum_{k=0}^{n} (W_{ki} \times W_{jk}) \right|}$$ (3)

where $W_{ki}$ indicates the weight between the $k$th hidden unit and the $i$th input unit. $W_{kj}$ forms the input weight matrices. $W_{jk}$ denotes the weight between the $j$th output unit and the $k$th hidden unit. $W_{jk}$ formed the output weight matrices. $R_{ji}$ is the relative strength between the $i$th input and the $j$th output variable. $R_{ji}$ is a statistic whose value is the ratio of the strength of the relationship between the $i$th input variable and the $j$th output variable to the total strength of all input and output variables.

To estimate the right value of BP neural network, Table 5 presents the input layer to hidden layer right value $W_{ki}$ estimation table and Table 6 presents the hidden layer to output layer right value $W_{jk}$ estimation table. N1–N9 in Tables 5 and 6 indicate the nine nodes of the hidden layer. $R_{ji}$ was calculated by Equation (3). $R_{ji}$ effectively accounts for the relative strength between input and output variables in BP neural network model. Thus, the strength of the effect of first-level influencing factors in online reviews on customer satisfaction is calculated as shown in Table 7.

Table 5. Weights $W_{kj}$ in the path from the input layer to the hidden layer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Layer</th>
<th>Layer N1</th>
<th>N2</th>
<th>N3</th>
<th>N4</th>
<th>N5</th>
<th>N6</th>
<th>N7</th>
<th>N8</th>
<th>N9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epidemic prevention</td>
<td>−0.18</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>−0.34</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
<td>−0.05</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption emotion</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>−0.06</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>−1.13</td>
<td>−0.40</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>−0.55</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>−0.27</td>
<td>−0.20</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>−0.42</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>−0.25</td>
<td>−0.38</td>
<td>−0.10</td>
<td>−0.26</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>−0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>−0.22</td>
<td>−0.50</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>−0.11</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catering</td>
<td>−0.23</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>−0.60</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>−0.14</td>
<td>−0.35</td>
<td>−0.31</td>
<td>−0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target group</td>
<td>−0.70</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
<td>−0.26</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>−0.20</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>−0.20</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived value price</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>−0.73</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>−0.22</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived value service</td>
<td>−0.38</td>
<td>−0.47</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>−0.05</td>
<td>−0.87</td>
<td>−0.28</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived value service</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>−0.71</td>
<td>−0.81</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>−0.10</td>
<td>−0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Weights $W_{jk}$ in the path from the hidden layer to the output layer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output Layer</th>
<th>Hidden Layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
<td>N2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review Rating</td>
<td>−0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7. Relative strength values of the effect of first-level factors on customer satisfaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First-Level Influencing Factors</th>
<th>Relative Strength ($R_{ji}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epidemic prevention</td>
<td>0.1071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption emotion</td>
<td>0.1741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience</td>
<td>0.0954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>-0.0751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility</td>
<td>0.0592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catering</td>
<td>-0.0740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target group</td>
<td>0.0934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived value</td>
<td>0.2397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>0.0248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>0.0472</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Through the above experimental analysis, epidemic prevention, consumption emotion, convenience, catering, target group, perceived value, price, service, and customer satisfaction are positively related, while environment, facility, and customer satisfaction are negatively related. The relative strengths of consumption emotion, perceived value, epidemic prevention, target group, and convenience are greater than 0.06, and they significantly affect customer satisfaction. The relative strength of perceived value is significantly greater than the odds ratios of other factors, indicating that the value that hotels offer to customers has the greatest impact on customer ratings. The second is consumption emotion, whereby customers value the emotional experience that the hotel’s services bring to them. It is worth noting that epidemic prevention emerged as a new factor affecting customer satisfaction, which has not appeared in previous studies, but is in line with the concern of customers traveling for their own health and residential environment under the current outbreak. The environment, facility, catering, and service have less impact on customer satisfaction, while price has the least impact. This may be because customers who choose star rated hotels have stronger affordability and the price has some effect on their satisfaction, but only a few customers are conscious to express concern about price in the reviews.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

4.1. Conclusions

This study analyzed 36,936 hotel online reviews by text mining and summarized 10 first-order factors affecting hotel customer satisfaction based on clustering results and the CCSI: epidemic prevention, consumption emotion, convenience, environment, facility, catering, target group, perceived value, price, and service. A regression model combining BP neural network and weight matrix was constructed to analyze the relationship between first-level influencing factors and customer satisfaction to provide practical suggestions for enhancing customer satisfaction.

With the above experimental analysis, we have some interesting findings. Through text mining of online reviews of hotels, we obtained some new second-level influencing factors, which are shown in Table 3. Combining the CCSI yields some new first-level influencing factors on customer satisfaction of hotels, which are shown in Table 3. Modeling the BP neural network and the right matrix, we obtained the relative strength of the first-level influencing factors (Table 7), and the results show that some influencing factors’ effects are not consistent with the existing studies. This paper emphasizes the role of consumption emotion, perceived value, epidemic prevention, target group, and convenience in customer perception and satisfaction of hotels. which also further supports the conclusion of Wu et al. [79], who incorporated perceived value into customer satisfaction evaluation indicators. It is known from our findings that perceived value directly affects customer satisfaction and plays an important role. At the same time, we also found some factors that rarely appear in previous studies on hotel satisfaction, such as epidemic prevention, target group, and consumption emotion. Epidemic prevention
reflects the current customer concerns about infectious disease prevention, with customers focusing on physical health and self-protection throughout travel. For example, hotels provide disposable medical masks free of charge and bring care and warmth to customers, which becomes an important influencing factor for customer satisfaction. Nilashi classified tourist groups into four categories, namely travelling solo, travelling with family, travelling as a couple, and travelling with friends, and suggested that different needs arise from different groups of customers [80], which is similar to the conclusion of our study. Target group was often mentioned in online reviews, referring to groups traveling for concern in a customer perspective, such as families, parent–child, children, and friends. This suggests that customers generally enjoy travel times with loved ones and are more concerned about the feelings and experiences of their peers than with themselves. Consumption emotion refers to a series of emotional reactions that arise during product use and consumption experience. In the whole consumption process, all the links affect customers’ consumption emotion. The good and bad emotional experiences of customers directly determine the high and low levels of satisfaction. Convenience is also an important factor influencing customer satisfaction, where airport and subway have become the keys for people to choose hotels. Airport helps customers arrive at their destination city quickly, and subway helps customers travel through the city for easy congestion. Price is a factor that often emerges in satisfaction research [81,82]. In previous studies, price is one of the important factors affecting customer satisfaction and purchase decisions in hotels [3]. However, this study shows that price has little relevance to our systematic objectives, that is, price has less impact on customer satisfaction in hotels. It can be seen that customers who choose hotels with three stars or more have generally high economic strength and are not price sensitive. Besides price, customers value perceived value and consumption experience more. Environment, facility, and catering factors that are frequently observed in previous studies on customer satisfaction are still influencing customers’ ratings of the hotel, but they are less influential compared to consumption emotion, perceived value, epidemic prevention, target group, and convenience.

4.2. Theoretical Significance

First, this paper combines Chinese customer satisfaction index, natural language processing, BP neural network, and weight matrix calculation to construct a new theoretical model to study the influencing factors of hotel customer satisfaction, and then discusses the proposed research questions. The main purpose of this study was to verify and identify the influencing factors that affect customer satisfaction of hotels based on online reviews, as well as to explore the influence and polarity of these influencing factors. The model of hotel customer satisfaction constructed in this paper can be realized to extend to other research areas in the future.

Second, from the perspective of influencing factor acquisition methods, the authentic evaluations of customer expressions in online reviews are extracted using text mining techniques, which are more objective and authentic for data acquisition than traditional questionnaires. Sometimes customers do not fill out questionnaires, but go to their hotel ordering site to share their positive or negative experiences. Therefore, finding the feelings and experiences of hotels in online reviews of customer hotels is the premise and key to research on customer satisfaction.
Third, from a methodological perspective, the BP neural network and the weight matrix can be used in the study of hotel customer satisfaction. BP neural networks employ a data-driven adaptive approach that requires only few a priori assumptions about the model. Meanwhile, the application of the right matrix calculation makes the neural network more suitable than the linear model to describe the relationship between complex variables. The BP neural network and the weight matrix in this study can help hotels discover the decisive factors of customer satisfaction by analyzing a large number of online reviews. Therefore, this paper combines text mining, BP neural network and weight matrix to study hotel customer satisfaction, which is a meaningful attempt.

4.3. Management Implications

Review rating is a direct measure of customer satisfaction. Text reviews are indirect measures of customer perceptions and satisfaction that adequately reflect customer consumption experiences. The results of this study can motivate hotels to mine more attributes from customer text reviews and deeply investigate the relationship between online reviews and customer satisfaction. These online reviews produced a high word-of-mouth effect that influenced reservation decisions of future customers. This study analyzed the factors that affect customer satisfaction of hotels in online reviews, with some practical management implications.

First, new needs of customers are identified from online reviews in a timely manner. Crawler is employed to obtain online reviews of customers, which is more real-time and excavates new factors affecting customers through natural language processing. Then, BP neural network and weight matrix are adopted to calculate the accurate analysis of the influence size and polarity of these new factors. This study shows that pandemic prevention factors become new factors affecting customer satisfaction, and the relative impact strength of pandemic prevention is even higher than convenience. In the period of COVID-19, pandemic prevention is a problem for everyone. Hotels need to provide measures against pandemic to meet customers’ new needs, for example, providing disposable medical masks free of charge every day during the hotel stay, and disinfecting rooms and public areas daily.

Second, hotels should accurately implement online marketing. The results of this study indicate that the high relative impact strength of the target group is one of the key factors affecting consumer satisfaction. Different types of customers have different consumption preferences and target customers can be accurately located through online reviews. Therefore, hotel managers should take different steps to provide differentiated services to maximize the demand for different customers. According to changes such as time and holidays, combining demand differences of different groups and consumption pain points provides a differentiated portfolio of products, e.g., introducing parent–child rooms, couple rooms, business rooms, etc.

Third, hotels must keep up with customer consumption changes. This study showed that customers of Hotels with three or more stars are insensitive to price factors, which means that managers cannot rely excessively on price to mobilize consumer perceived value, but instead they should focus more time and effort on other factors to enhance customer satisfaction by improving service quality, facility quality, and creating a more convenient environment.

Fourth, hotels are to profit in cooperation. Hotels should work with their surrounding neighbors, as this study showed that malls, walking streets, and the quantity and quality of attractions are all important external factors in a hotel. Customers, in addition to accommodation needs, also have the need to shop and play during travel. Hotels can cooperate with local malls or specialty shops to launch the hotel’s memorial set of goods. Hotels can also cooperate with scenic spots and open direct free shuttle bus from hotels to scenic spots.
5. Future Research Directions

The limitations of this paper are its research scope and general applicability. The current study data come from hotel online reviews in six cities on carrier ship online, and whether these results are applicable to other regions and web ordering platforms remains to be verified. Whether the conclusion that price is not a major factor affecting customer satisfaction is applicable to hotels in other regions remains to be examined. Future research can further investigate using hotel reviews from other regions and web ordering platforms as research objects to take review data from other websites (e.g., www.booking.com and www.tripadvisor.cn).
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